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Budgeting Gamesmanship
Christopher K. Bart


Faculty of Business, McMaster University
Canada


W hile most managers dislike having to deal with them,budgets are nevertheless essential to the manage-
ment and control of an organization. Indeed, budgets are
one of the most important tools management has for leading
an organization toward its goals. As viewed in the literature,
budgets are required to "institutionalize" a firm's goals,
monitor the performance and progress of both the business
and individual products, and measure the performance of
managers.̂  While not all firms have five- or ten-year financial
forecasts, practically all firms (beyond a certain maturity and
size) have budgets.̂


Given their unique role and importance in the overall
planning process, it may seem superfluous to state that
budgets need to be rooted in reality. In fact, one of budget-
ing's main principles is that the budget numbers be challeng-
ing (yet realistic), honest, and accurate — given the best
information available.̂  Otherwise, both the purpose of stra-
tegic planning in general and manager motivation in particu-
lar is destroyed.


The translation of strategic plans into measurable
financial standards and goals for an organization, however, is
not a precise science.'' In the first place, there is always
uncertainty in the business environment. Consequently,
making precise predictions as to a firm's performance and
position vis-a-vis the competition can be problematic.
Second, it is generally assumed that lower-level managers
are wont to "play games" in preparing their budget forecasts
— resulting in distorted and even falsified information for
those to whorn it is reported.^ Consequently, this "budgeting
gamesmanship" is generally considered a form of dysfunc-
tional behavior in that it frustrates both the planning process
and the accuracy of business and manager evaluations. It is,
therefore, typically recommended that senior managers
actively strive to discourage and eliminate budgeting games-
manship.̂


Prior Research and Theory


The games that managers play with their budgets is a
topic that has received only limited attention from business
writers and academics. In addition, budgeting gamesman-
ship activities have been reported largely by way of anec-
dotal reference in qualitative and very limited studies7 What
research there has been has tended to confirm the general
notion that when budgets are used to evaluate managerial
performance, they influence the attitude of managers
toward accounting information. Some of the budget-related
variables that researchers have investigated to determine
their impact on managerial behavior include the degree of
budget participation, the level of budget difficulty, and the
frequency of budget feedback.^


Despite these efforts, the topic of budgeting games
has generally remained an area of speculation among
budgeting researchers and academics.' The nature and
extent of budget games are still relatively unknown; most
managers, therefore, do not know how widespread budget-
ing gamesmanship is within their organization. Unfortu-
nately, some previous studies have also tended to confuse
faulty accounting systems with the way that managers use
the information provided by those systems.̂ " Thus, while
budgeting gamesmanship is of interest, it remains understu-
died and misunderstood.li


Relatively little is known about how budgeting activi-
ties operate at the product level within large, multiproduct
firms. The business policy literature on the strategy formula-
tion process and its associated budgeting activities has gen-
erally confined itself to the corporate level.̂ ^ Fortunately,
research at the product level is becoming more common."
However, given the diversification trend among firms gen-
erally and the widespread use of produrt managers by firms
to manage their multiproduct circumstances,̂ '' it is important
that "strategic processes and their related practices at the
product level" be further explored.^^


This article presents findings from some recently
conducted clinical research that investigated budgeting
gamesmanship at the product level in several large, diversi-
fied companies.
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Research Findings


Budgeting gamesmanship was found to be a wide-
spread practice in six of the eight firms we examined —
specifically, at the companies we will call Alpha, Beta, Delta,
Kappa, Omega, and Phi. The types of games that product
managers play in these firms; the size of the games; and the
factors motivating, facilitating, and constraining the playing
of games are examined in the following sections. Thereafter,
the two firms where budgeting games were not found to
exist (which we will call Gamma and Sigma) are discussed.


The Firms with Games: The Cases of Alpha, Beta,
Delta, Kappa, Omega, and Phi


The Games that Product Managers Play


Although they never referred to them as "games" per
se, the product managers interviewed were not wanting for a
rather extensive lexicon to describe their budgeting manipu-
lations. "Cushion," "slush fund," "hedge," "flexibility,"
"cookie jar," "hip/back pocket," "pad," "kitty," "secret
reserve," "war chest," and "contingency" were just some of
the colorful terms used to label the games that managers
played with their financial forecasts and budgets. For the
most part, however, all of these terms could be used
interchangeably.


We asked the product managers to expand on the
specific types of games that were played with their budgets.
A list of these games and their frequency of mention is
provided in Exhibit 1. The responses show that the potential
for budget games exists wherever a product manager is
asked to make an estimate of his or her plans — in other
words, practically anywhere. Their responses also suggest
that some games are played more often than others (see
rankings in Exhibit 1).


The Size of the Games


Product managers were asked to state the exact
amount of "cushions and hedges" that they had built into
their plans. The relevant statistics are displayed in Exhibit 2.
As the exhibit shows, the size of the games can be quite
substantial in absolute dollar terms and in relative terms as a
percentage of sales. In some cases, the games could be said
to have a material impact on overall company profitability.
The overall average also appeared to be fairly large.


Facilitating Factors in Budgeting Gamesmanship


Product managers were quick to identify how certain
situations facilitated — even encouraged — budgeting
games in their strategic plans. The consensus was that the
bigger the promotional budget, the greater the opportunity.


Product history was another factor identified as facili-
tating cushions. New products, in particular, seemed to pro-
vide greater latitude in negotiating volume estimates as the
firm had no prior experience with the product.


Other managers claimed, however, that even among
products with fairly long histories, the opportunity for
budget games was there — though greater for some prod-
ucts than for others. Opportunity seemed to vary with the
strategic posture of the product. For example, in the case of
"growth"-postured products, managers stated that the
amount of competitive activity was higher than normal and
that prices tended to be unstable. Senior management was
seen as being committed in terms of spending money. It was,
therefore, deemed easier to convince top management of
the need for "spending even more."


Products with a "harvest" strategic posture, on the
other hand, were said to be characterized by less environ-
mental uncertainty and usually smaller promotional budgets.
The "cushionability" of these products was consequently
seen to be reduced considerably.


Exhibit 1


Product Managers' Budget Games


Type of Game Frequency of Mention Rank


Understating volume estimates


Undeclared/understated price increases


Undeclared/understated cost reduction programs


Overstated expenses
— Advertising
— Consumer promotions
— Trade-related
— Market research


Undeclared line extensions


48.5%


39.4%


36.4%


48.5%
45.5%
33.3%
27.3%


33.3%
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Exhibit 2


The Size of the Budget Games
($ in 000)'


Company Mean ($) fiange ($)
Mean


(% of sates)
0.3%


1.5


0.0


1.2


1.9


0.8


2.1


0.0


1.4%


Range
(% of sales)


0.2-1.5%


0.5-3.0


0.0-0.0


1.0-1.7


0.4-3.2


0.6-1.5


0.5-5.0


0.0-0.0


n.a.


Alpha


Beta


Gamma


Delta


Kappa


Omega


Phi


Sigma


Average''


$ 83.2


175.0


0.0


93.3


640.0


298.8


940.0


0.0


$364.3


$ 11-210


50-500


0-0


80-100


100-1,400


44-750


100-2,460


0-0


n.a.


•'Calculations are per product manager or per product assignment.
''Overatt average catculations exclude Gamma and Sigma because product managers in these firms did not have any cushions in
their budgets.


Another condition identified as facilitating budgeting
games was the time constraints imposed on senior managers
during the product plan review period. As one manager put
it:


"Senior management just doesn't have the time
for checking every number you put into your
ptans. . . .So one strategy is to 'pad' everything, tf
you're tucky, you'tt still have 50% of your cushions
after the ptan reviews."


Finally, product managers claimed that the less
knowledgeable a group manager was about a product and
the less experience he or she had, the less able he or she was
at finding where the cushions were. One product manager
was particularly candid in describing how his group manag-
er's lack of experience was capitalized on:


"We've got this new group manager this year
who came to us from a consumer promotion
house. This just means that I'it have to be espe-
ciatty careful in estimating the costs for my
brands' consumer promotions. But I know that
rit be abte to 'get him' when it comes to my
advertising and trade promotion forecasts."


Factors That Constrain Budget Games


Several factors appeared to aid senior managers in
the detection of budget games. One was the historical pro-
motional spending pattern of the products. If current pro-
motional expenses — calculated as a percentage of sales —
were significantly out of line with earlier figures, they would
be closely examined by senior management. Surprisingly,
not all firms required these calculations and, where they did,
a few product managers actually admitted to manipulating
them to avoid calling attention to their current budget
numbers. Some also stated that they would take advantage
of "rounding out effects" in their calculations to accomplish
the same purpose.


Interestingly, while all the produa managers recog-
nized that glaring, obvious, or ridiculous cushions invited
their detection, many claimed that their selective use some-
times served a purpose. As one manager pointed out:


"tt doesn't hurt to have a few things that 'stick
out' Management thinks that you're hiding
something, so it's good if you give them some
things to find. Sometimes they're happy with it.
Other times, they come back and ask you forstitt
more [profit]."
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Another factor contributing to the discovery — and
often the elimination — of produrt managers' budgeting
games was the practice among senior managers of telling
product managers what their total assignment profit target
had to be. In such circumstances, if a produrt manager were
unlucky, his or her cushions would be wiped out instantly. A
variation of this practice was for the group product manager
simply to demand that he or she be informed of where the
hedges were. Few of the product managers who had expe-
rienced this latter situation, however, admitted to "telling
all."


Most produrt managers expressed the view that the
greater the profit pressures on the company, the more the
marketing vice-president and group produrt managers
would be driven to "ferret out the cushions." And, as pre-
viously mentioned, many managers said that for products
with a harvest strategic posture, it was much more difficult to
play budgeting games. Several remarked, however, that
because the environment for harvest-postured products was
relatively stable, there was less need for cushions to begin
with.


Why Product Managers Play Games with Their Budgets


There were a number of fartors motivating produrt
managers to play games with their budgets. The first involved
the objective setting process itself. One product manager
described the problem as follows:


"When a product manager puts together his
plans, he usually has a fairly good idea of what he
thinks his business can do next year in both
volume and profit terms. However, most manag-
ers here know that when their forecasts and
budgets are submitted, invariably they will be
changed by senior management — often with
the simple 'stroke of a pen.' Consequently, if a
manager were to give a realistic 'call' on his
numbers, he could wind up with an even higher
volume target and also [fewer] promotional dol-
lars to achieve it. In the end, the product man-
ager would have a profit target that everyone
tells him 'he set' but that he would be hard
pressed to deliver. So, you have to learn how to
play the game."


Along similar lines, many managers commented that
arbitrary budget cuts by senior management during the year
also prompted the necessity of hedges. And several product
managers blamed the budgeting gamesmanship within their
firms on senior management's request for forecasts so early
in the planning process.


A second major factor motivating managers to put
hedges into their plans was market uncertainty. If "unantici-
pated competitive activities" threatened a product's volume
forecast — and if additional funds were not available to
counter the attack — a product manager would use his or
her hedge (for example, cancel some "approved" but "not
intended to be used" marketing program) in order to meet
his original profit commitments.


The main reason motivating product managers to
play games with their plans, however, was the drive to
achieve their product's profit targets. This drive was, in turn,
nurtured by one of two fartors:


1. formal company systems that specified the perform-
ance evaluation criteria for produrt manager salary adjust-
ments and/or bonus payments; and


2. informal company practices that led produrt man-
agers to perceive what the real performance evaluation
criteria were within the organization.


At Beta, for example, product managers were
rewarded with a bonus payment that was determined, in
part, on their produrts' profit performance compared with
the "original plan." Cushions were, therefore, considered a
form of insurance for produrt managers in meeting their
profit targets — and thus earning their bonus. As one prod-
uct manager put it:


"Some of the more successful managers here last
year were the ones that really got their profit
targets as low as possible and then 'exceeded
plans' in terms of results. Unfortunately, last year
I called my numbers realistically and am now
being penalized in terms of my bonus. You might
say, though, that last year I was young and inno-
cent. This year, I'm older and wiser!"


In two of the other firms. Alpha and Delta, either the
product manager's formal job description or his or her for-
mally contracted salary performance evaluation criteria was
used to reinforce the notion of profit responsibility. Conse-
quently, product managers in both these firms placed a very
high premium on achieving their produrts' profit objectives.


There were other firms, however, where such formal
mechanisms were not used (Kappa, Omega, and Phi) and
still produrt managers were strongly motivated to achieve
their profit targets. In other words, product managers some-
how perceived that it was incumbent on them to deliver
their produrts' budgeted profit targets. As one of them
expressed it:


"Sure, I don't have anyone telling me that I have
to meet my targets but I know that it's the first
thing that the boss looks at before he considers
my performance appraisal. After all, that's what
I'm really being paid to do. He may not even
bring up the fact that I missed my targets in some
areas but I just know he takes that fact into
account when he tells me my salary increase —
or worse!"


Interestingly, the method by which reward criteria
was conveyed (formal/explicit or informal/implicit) did not
appear to have any influence on the degree of product
manager gamesmanship as shown in Exhibit 3. Conse-
quently, it does not seem to follow that the more explicitly
rewards (such as pay, promotion, and incentives) are tied to
goal achievement, the more product managers will try to
pad their budgets.
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Exhibit 3


Explicitness of Reward Criteria and Budgeting Gamesmanship Activities


Company
Reward Criteria
Explicitness


Budget Games
(mean % of sales)


Return
on sales


Return
on assets


Alpha


Beta


Delta


Kappa


Omega


Phi


Job Description


Bonus criteria


Merit criteria


Perceived/implicit


Perceived/implicit


Perceived/implicit


0.3%


1.5


1.2


1.9


0.8


2.1


3.4%,


3.5


8.2


5.1


3.9


2.4


8.8%


5.7


12.2


7.2


9.5


7.0


Senior Management Attitudes


Senior managers in the firms where product manag-
ers played budget games acknowledged that they were
aware of such practices among their subordinates. But there
were important differences in terms of their acceptance of it.
Two dominant attitudes seemed to prevail.


The situation at Alpha, Delta, and Omega. For the
most part, the senior executives in these firms did not seem
to be overly concerned that game playing at lower levels
existed. The attitude frequently expressed was: "I like to
know that my product managers have some flexibility built
into their plans." Their reasoning seemed to parallel that of
their subordinates — that is, senior executives want to feel
assured that if a product manager's market environment
does not turn out as forecasted, he or she will be able to
cancel certain programs and still be able to deliver the "bot-
tom line." This tacit acceptance, in turn, enabled senior
executives to feel more confident about meeting their more
macro targets.


There was much more concern expressed, however,
about knowing the actual size of the product managers'
cushions. In fact, this was a traditional area of debate and
negotiation among the various levels as senior managers
tried to pinpoint just how much flexibility existed one level
down. Top management's rationale in wanting to know was
quite simple: "We've got to know so we can judge whether
those guys down below have gone too wild — and in the
process screwed up our inventory and capacity planning
— or whether there is not enough slack built in." Given their
profit responsibilities, however, it did not seem unusual that
product managers were reluctant to disclose the scope of
their game playing activities. After all, disclosure of the
cushions could mean their reduaion or removal.


The situation at Beta, Kappa, and Phi. The senior
managers in these firms, however, were not so relaxed about
allowing their product managersto build cushions into their
plans. The attitude in these firms was that senior manage-
ment should be the custodian of the company's cushions,
not lower-level managers; that it was top management's job
to balance the portfolio of products, not individual product
managers'; and that it was senior management's prerogative
to decide which — if any — product managers were to be
excused for not meeting their profit targets. The view was
frequently expressed that giving lower-level managers "tight
numbers" enabled senior managers to "see what stuff [the
product managers] were made of"; and that holding all
cushions at the corporate level put pressure on product
managers which produced higher creativity and energy than
would otherwise be achievable. The role of product manag-
ers at these firms, in turn, was to present their best profit
forecasts and then "work like hell" to achieve them since
they knew (as in the case of Beta) or strongly suspected (as in
the case of Kappa and Phi) that they were going to be held
responsible for their product assignment's profit target.


Attitudes, Cushion Size, and Performance


Unfortunately, results did not match expectations in
the cases of those firms where senior managers opposed
product manager game playing. In fact, their opposition
seemed to have the opposite effect as product managers at
these firms appeared to be more determined than managers
elsewhere to have cushions. As Exhibit 4 shows. Beta, Kappa,
and Phi have much higher cushioning levels, on average,
than firms where product manager game playing is not so
actively discouraged (Alpha, Delta, and Omega).
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Senior management attitude also seemed to be
related to company performance in a number of ways. For
example. Exhibit 4 shows that firms where senior managers
tolerate the reasonable use of cushions by lower-level man-
agers (Alpha, Delta, and Omega), outperform the compa-
nies where game playing is discouraged — both in terms of
profits as a percentage of sales and profits as a percentage of
assets. It is also our impression that in the firms where senior
managers were at odds with their subordinates on the use of
cushions, there were both more morale problems and
higher turnaround than in the companies where senior
management and produrt managers were more of one
mind on the issue.


Firms Without Games: The Cases of Camma
and Sigma


In two of the firms examined (Gamma and Sigma),
product managers were found not to use cushions in their
budgets. There were a number of factors to explain this
occurrence.


First, senior managers at these companies did not
encourage produrt managers to pursue budgeting activities.
But unlike their counterparts at Beta, Kappa, and Phi (who
were prodded into disobeying their superiors because of the
reward criteria), product managers at Gamma and Sigma
were not formally or informally held responsible for their
products' profit performance, nor did they perceive such
responsibility. Instead, produrt managers in these firms
stated that their performance evaluations tended to focus on
three areas: (1) personal development, (2) training of assist-
ants, and (3) overall management of their products. Thus,
there appeared to be no formal or informal signals prompt-
ing product managers to play games with their budgets. This


does not mean, however, that the product managers at
Gamma and Sigma did not strive to achieve their produrts'
profit targets, because they did. The difference — as the
product managers themselves explained — was that of being
"profit conscious" as opposed to being "profit responsible":


"You have to ask yourself: Why is the product
manager here? He is the person responsible for
formulating and executing the objectives and
strategies of the brands in his assignment. It's
expected, then, that he's going to work toward
— strive — to achieve the financial targets in his
plans. You don't have to tell him what his job is —
he already knows. The key point is that the prod-
uct manager has to take his assignment and job
personally. If he does then, naturally, he'll have
high commitment to seeing his brands' financial
objectives realized."


But profit consciousness without game playing also
depended on one critical assumption. This produrt manager
put it most succinrtly:


"You have to believe that your boss isn't going to
hurt you at performance evaluation time when
you did everything humanly possible to hit your
targets but still you missed them."


Thus it appeared that in the firms without budgeting
gamesmanship, there was a good deal of trust between
senior management and produrt managers. Senior manag-
ers trusted their subordinates to report honestly and to work
ambitiously. Product managers, on the other hand, relied on
their superiors to treat and judge them with fairness and
understanding.


Exhibit 4


Senior Management Attitudes, Budgeting Gamesmanship Activities, and Performance


Company


Alpha


Delta


Omega


Beta


Kappa


Phi


Senior Management
Attitudes


Tolerate games


Tolerate games


Tolerate games


Discourage games


Discourage games


Discourage games


Budget Games
(mean % of sales)


0.3%


1.2


0.8


1.5


1.9


2.1


Retum
on sales


3.4%


8.2


3.9


3.5


5.1


2.4


Return
on assets


(%)


8.8%


12.2


9.5


5.7


7.2


7.0
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Company


Attitudes, Product Manager


Senior Management
Attitudes


Budgeting Gamesmanship


Exhibit 5


Sales/Profit Responsibility,


Sales/Profit
Responsibility


Budgeting Gamesmanship,


Budget Cames
(mean % of sales)


and Performance


Return on
sales/assets


/ o / \


Beta


Kappa


Phi


Gamma


Sigma


Alpha


Delta


Omega


Discourage games


Discourage games


Discourage games


Discourage games


Discourage games


Tolerate games


Tolerate games


Tolerate games


Yes


Yes


Yes


No


No


Yes


Yes


Yes


1.5%


1.9


2.1


3.5/5.7%


5.1/7.2


2.4/7.0


0.0


0.0


9.5/44.3


9.3/9.4


0.3


1.2


0.8


3.4/8.8


8.2/12.2


3.9/9.5


But how does this climate of trust maintain its bal-
ance? Why should product managers trust their bosses? Why
shouldn't produrt managers in these firms try to put
cushions into their plans and succeed? And why should they
rely on their bosses not to betray them at performance
evaluation time?


Essentially, the relationship of trust seemed to be
sustained largely as a result of senior management effort.
Senior managers at both Gamma and Sigma stated that they
worked hard to maintain the climate of trust; that trust
smoothed the relationship between superiors and subordi-
nates; and that betraying the trust of lower-level managers
had serious implications for both the prosperity of the firm
and their own career paths. As one group product manager
put it:


"The moment I betray my product manager, I've
had it in this company. My bosses will be angry
with me for being unfair. And my subordinates
will never take my word at face value again.
They'll start to play games with me and I'll have to
try and catch them . . . and that sure can waste a
lot of time!"


Attitudes, Reward Criteria, and Performance


Throughout our study, the attitude of senior manag-
ers in conjunction with the product managers' reward crite-
ria seemed to be related to both the scope of the games
product managers played and the performance of the firm as
a whole. Referring to Exhibit 5, the firms with the highest
amount of game playing and the lowest performance were
those firms in which the senior managers actively opposed
budgeting games at lower levels and where the product
managers felt that they had "profit responsibility" (at Beta,
Kappa, and Phi). Lower levels of budgeting gamesmanship
and higher company performance, on the other hand, were
associated with two different situations. In one situation
(Gamma and Sigma), senior managers opposed budgeting
games at lower levels but also took the steps necessary to
ensure that product managers did not feel they had to play
them for rewards. In the other situation (Alpha, Delta, and
Omega), senior managers did not discourage game playing
— they even tacitly encouraged it — but product managers
were either formally or informally held responsible for their
products' profits. It appears, therefore, that where budgeting
games are concerned, as long as the attitudes of senior
managers are consistent with the product managers' reward
system, superior performance may result. And because
game playing was found to occur in both high- and low-
performing firms, it cannot be automatically regarded as
dysfunctional behavior among product managers.
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Summary and Conclusions


The findings presented in this article attempt to shed
light into the games that product managers play in the course
of preparing their products' budgets. Our study has shown
that produrt managers do indeed play games in their
budgets, that the games are many and varied, that some
games are preferred to others, and that the actual size of the
budgeting games appears to be quite large on average. The
study has also identified the factors that contribute to and
facilitate the playing of budgeting games and those that
frustrate and constrain their occurrence.


Four of the findings, however, deserve highlighting.
First, the data suggest that formal and explicit performance
evaluation criteria are no more likely to result in higher levels
of budgeting gamesmanship than less formal and more
implicit reward criteria. Second, the firm's reward system
seems to have a greater influence over the behavior of
product managers (insofar as budgeting games are con-
cerned) than the verbal dictates of senior managers. 1 n other
words, lower-level managers will ignore the orders of supe-
riors not to play budgeting games if they perceive that their
performance evaluation will be based on whether they
achieve their budget target. Third, the attitudes of senior
managers in conjunction with the product managers' reward
systems seem to be related to both the scope of the games
that product managers play and the performance of the firm
as a whole. Finally, the findings suggest that budgetary game
playing by product managers does not necessarily constitute
dysfunaional behavior as it is conventionally viewed in the
management literature. Instead, budgeting games may
simply be a form of tactical maneuver that product managers
deploy to survive in what they consider to be a hostile
environment. •
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Budgeting Gamesmanship


Dr. Christopher K. Bart is a recognized expert in the
areas of corporate strategic planning for turnaround situa-
tions, planning for performance, strategy implementation,
and new venture management. He has a unique expertise in
helping firms organize their internal structure better to
achieve their goals. Dr. Bart has been involved in examining
the issues and problems associated with managing multibus-
iness firms in the consumer products industry. Currently, he
is investigating the organizational practices that large, diver-
sified firms use to manage and control product innovation.


Dr. Bart is an associate professor of business policy at
the Faculty of Business, McMaster University, in Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada. He has also recently been a Research


Fellow at the newly created National Centre for Manage-
ment Research and Development in London, Ontario, Can-
ada. Professor Bart holds degrees in business administration
from York University (MBA, 1975) and the University of
Western Ontario (Ph.D., 1982). A highly regarded lecturer,
he has been named both "Outstanding Undergraduate Bus-
iness Professor" and "MBA Professor of the Year." He has
also received many academic awards and honors.


Among his other qualifications. Dr. Bart is a chartered
accountant. He is a past director of the Planning Fxecutives
Institute and a member of numerous boards of directors and
professional organizations.


Research Methodology


Budgeting Gamesmanship


This term is defined as the deliberate and pre-
meditated manipulation of current year sales, cost, and
profit forecasts by product managers to projert an
overly conservative image into their produrt budgets.
To measure this variable, product managers in the
study were simply asked whether they "played games"
in their budgets. While most managers initially ex-
pressed reluctance to discuss such a sensitive matter, all
eventually spoke candidly — on the understanding
that individual identities would be kept strictly con-
fidential.


Sample Selection and Size


The study was based on in-depth interviews
with produrt managers in eight large diversified firms.
Firms engaged in diverse artivities were selerted to
ensure a wide variety of situations and circumstances.
Six of the firms (Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, Kappa,
and Omega) were wholly owned subsidiary divisions
of major U.S.-based firms. The remaining two firms
(Phi and Sigma) were single-division, stand-alone com-
panies. A summary of key financial and operating per-
î ormance statistics for the units is presented in the
accompanying exhibit.


The unit of analysis was the individual produrt
manager. The budgeting system in each firm was also
mature.


Research Instrument


The following list of questions constituted the
research instrument for the study on which this article
is based:


• Do produrt-level managers play games with
their budgets? If yes, why?


• How widespread are budgeting games
among product managers?


• What exactly are the types and scope of
budget games that produrt managers play?


• Are there preferred games?
• Is there a relationship between budgeting


gamesmanship and different product stra-
tegies?


• What factors contribute to the detertion of
product managers' budget games by senior
managers and what factors allow them to go
undetected?


• How does the product managers' perform-
ance evaluation system influence budgetary
game playing?


• Do senior managers encourage or discour-
age budget gamesmanship by their product
managers?


• Do product manager budgeting games rep-
resent a form of dysfunrtional behavior?
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Data Cottection


The point of entry into each company was the
president or a divisional general manager. Data on the
management of products were gathered by on-site
interviews with product, product group, and corpo-
rate-level managers and by physical inspection of
company documents (such as individual product
plans). In total, 113 managers (including 41 of the firms'
57 product managers) were interviewed over a period
of 151 hours.


Limitations


The research method restricted the sample size.
The sample selection method (judgmental) and the
sample size also limited the generalizability of the find-
ings. The high response rate by company managers,
however, gives the results high validity in spite of the
small number of firms sampled. Itshould also be noted
that the exploratory nature of this study precluded the
testing of all possible variables.


Performance and Operating Statistics for the Eight Research Firms'
(in mittions of dollars)


Sales


Profit
Percentage of sales
Percentage of assets


Total number of products
Number of " g r o w t h "


products
Number of "harvest"


produrts


Number of product
managers/product
assignments


Average product
assignment size


Number of products
Sales volume


Product concentration


Adapted from company


Atpha


$110


3.4%
8.8%


23


9


14


5


4.6
$21.6


Food


data. Absolute


Beta


$267


3.5%
5.7%


24


9


15


9


2.7
$15.9


Food


Gamma


$94


9.5%
44.3%


16


8


8


4


4.0
$5.4


Health
& Beauty


Aids


numbers have been


Detta


$87


8.2%
12.2%


33


11


22


9


3.7
$5.1


Home &
Beauty
Aids


disguised.


Kappa


$201


5.1%
7.2%


25


10


15


7


3.6
$25.7


Food


Key ratios.


Omega


$300


3.9%
9.5%


40


22


18


9


4.4
$30.0


Food


however.


Ph;


$1,900


2.4%
7.0%


12


4


8


10


1.2
$106.0


Beverages


have been


Sigma


$2,100


9.3%
9.4%


24


8


16


4


6.0
$375.0


Commod-
ity Metals


preserved.


Avg.


$632


5.8%
8.9%


24.6


10.1


14.5


7.1


3.5
$58.4
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